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Will US Job Growth Recover From the Worst 

Under Any President in Time For the Election? 

 21.4 million Americans have lost jobs due to COVID-19 

 The narrow measure of unemployment climbed to 15%... 

 ...but the most comprehensive measure climbed to 22.8% 

 Average wage growth accelerated as low wage earners lost jobs 

 Trump went from being an average President on job growth… 

 ...to being the worst  
 

US nonfarm payrolls m/m millions / UR, April, SA: 

Actual: -20.5 / 14.7 

Scotia: -25 / 15 

Consensus: -22 / 16 

Prior: -0.870 (revised from -0.701 / 4.4) 
 

Lost jobs were below expectations, but at a record-shattering 20.5 million pace, 

that seems to be quibbling over details. At issue is how many of these jobs may 

be regained as reopening commences versus how many may come back only 

gradually if at all.  

Chart 1 shows the not surprising concentration of job losses in the leisure and 

hospitality industries. Chart 2 breaks down that sector to show the heavy 

concentration in the restaurant sector. That, in turn, explains the rush by 

governments to reopen restaurants and pubs notwithstanding challenges to 

maintain social distancing and prevent a second wave of COVID-19 cases before 

the first wave has flattened nationwide. 

How many jobs come back and how quickly they do so will determine the extent to 

which US President Trump’s present status as the worst for job growth among 

Presidents dating back to the 1950s can be recovered (chart 3). It’s unlikely that 

his relative performance will return to being just average among past Presidents in 

time for the US election. Some will say this job loss shouldn’t be pinned on the 

President, while others may counter it is higher than it might have been had the 

administration acted earlier and more proactively. 

The official unemployment rate climbed to 14.7% (4.4% prior) and is derived from 

the companion household survey (chart 4). An estimated 6.4 million Americans 

left the labour force entirely on top of 1.63 million who left in March for a combined 

8.1 million. Since the unemployment rate is the fraction of the labour force that is 

unemployed, the shrinkage in the denominator resulted in the unemployment rate 

understating the gravity of the situation. 

The better measure of unemployment that captures marginal attachment to the 

workforce, discouraged workers and those working part-time for economic 

reasons (can’t get full-time jobs) is the R-6 measure that spiked to 22.8% from 

8.7% in March and 7% in February. See chart 5. 
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Wage growth accelerated to 7.9% y/y (chart 6) on a combination of the impact upon average gains from lower wage workers losing 

their jobs and secondly higher wages earned by front-line workers including first responders. 

The private sector lost 17.17 million jobs with governments shedding almost one million entirely and the state and local levels. 

On a sector basis, goods producing industries lost 2.36 million jobs but services once again took the bulk of the hit with a decline 

of 17.17 million jobs.  

Within goods, manufacturing shed 1.33 million payrolls and construction lost 975,000 jobs. 

Within services, the leisure and hospitality sector predictably led the decline with a loss of 7.65 million workers. Retail/wholesale 

trade and transport were next (-3.06 million) of which 2.1 million were in the retail sector. This was followed by education and 

health (-2.54 million). Business services shed 2.1 million workers including 842k fewer temp help jobs. The financial sector lost 

262k and IT shed 254k. 

Total hours worked fell by 14.9% m/m. They have now fallen by a cumulative 16.2% since February. 

At a seasonally adjusted and annualized rate, hours worked are tracking a 49% decline in Q2 based on the Q1 average and April 

but with obviously two thirds of the quarter’s figures pending. Since GDP is an identity expressed as hours worked times labour 

productivity defined in terms of output per hour worked, a 49% plunge in hours worked provides a sense of the magnitude of 

decline in the US economy during Q2. Reopening the economy over May–June is likely to at least partly rein in this effect. 
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